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Revised English 3000, History 4910, and History 4060/8066.

Presented Interdisciplinary Play Research Symposium to UNO Community and Public on April 15, 2016.

Presented preliminary findings of a rubric norming task and a proposed key assessment outline to Association of Teacher Education Annual Meeting.

"A perception motor intervention improves play behavior in children with moderate to severe cerebral palsy" published in

Collectively wrote 5 and 1/2 book chapters, applied for four grants, published two articles (one of which won Hewes Award for Best Social Science Article), and presented at four conferences.
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Rubric Norming and Validation to Assess Student Learning

English Writing Workshop

Public Hearing and Validation in Access Student Learning

C-12 School Partnerships with Educational Leadership

Certificate Hearing

Some of These Toward a Greater Understanding of UNO Students

Emotional labors among educators
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